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6. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

1.   is a large piece of furniture where you can hang your clothes. 

 A. Wardrobe B. Refrigerator C. Desk D. Counter 

2.  Alec said to  that he was lucky to be alive. 

 A. he B. his C. himself D. myself 

3. Children  drink milk every day. - It’s good for them. 

 A. must B. ought C. don’t have to D. must not 

4. I think Angela  to buy that coat, it’s really lovely. 

 A. must B. ought C. should D. have 

5. We’ll go swimming today  it’s hot. 

 A. so B. because C. so that D. then 

6. Let me  your bag. 

 A. carry B. to carry C. to carrying D. carrying 

7. I tried  her name but I couldn’t. 

 A. remember B. to remember C. remembering D. to remembering 

8. We live in theroom  the store. 

 A. above B. on C. over D. up 

9. It’ll take me an hour to do the household . 

 A. work B. chores C.job D. exercises 

10. The put too much salt in the food. 

 A. cook B. cooker C. stove D. oven 

11. The Gong Festival is held in the Central Highlands. 

 A.year B.which C.annual D.annually 

12.   does Hoa Ban Festival take place? - In Lai Chau. 

 A.What B.Where C.When D. How 

13. It is typical of the cultural life of  Thai people. 
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 A.some B.a C. the D. Ø 

14.   do the cattle provide for the nomads? - Dairy products, meat, and clothing,, 

 A.What B.Where C.Why D. How 

15. The crops  on the weather. 

 A.depend heavy B. depend heavily 

 C.affect heavy D. affect heavily 

16. Mai studies Maths a little bit  . 

 A.bad B. badly C.good D.smartly 

17. During the festival, they fly many  kites in different shapes and sizes. 

 A.colour B. colourless C. colourful D.colouring 

18. An old woman was  the goats up the mountainside. 

 A.riding B. taking C.herding D. running 

19.   is the festival celebrated? – Every year. 

 A.When B. How often C. How D. What 

20. There are no high buildings to block  in our village. 

 A.view B. a view C. some view D. the view 

 

7.Choose the best answer A, B, C or D. 

1. My parents usually ............................. work very early. 

 A. go to B. going to C. went D. to go 

2. There is a computer ............................. the middle ............................. the room. 

 A.in / of B. in /in C. on / of D. on / in 

3. Nam has to leave to tidy his room every day. 

 A.should B. must C. ought to D. need to 

4. Nga ............................. have a holiday in Da Lat next summer. 

 A.is going B. will to C.are going to D. is going to 
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5. Lan isn’t ............................. to go to school today. 

 A.enough well B. enough good C. well enough D. good enough 

6. Boys and girls, you’ll have to do this experiment ............................. this afternoon. 

 A. youself B. yourselves C. yourself D. youselves 

7. We must put all the small objects such as beads out ............................. children’s reach. 

 A.of B. in C.on D. to 

8. You are too thin. You ............................. eat much more meat. 

 A.ought B. ought not C. ought to D. ought not to 

9. I and my pen friend ............................. Ho Chi Minh’s Mausoleum last Sunday.  

 A. visit B. visited C.visits D. visiting 

10. Let us ............................. to the school’s library next Monday. 

 A.going B. to go C.to going D. go 

11. Peter doesn’t talk much in public. He’s rather ............................. 

 A. kind B. sociable C. humorous D. reserved 

12. You must not let children play in the street because it is ............................. 

 A.suitable B. dangerous C. safe D. careful 

13. He’ll come ............................. to pickyou .............................  

 A.over / up B.over / on C.in / up D. on / in 

14. The sun always ............................. in the East and ............................. in the West. 

 A.rise/ set B. rises/ set C.rises/ sets D. has risen/ set 

15. He spends most of his time ............................. charity work. 

 A.to do B. did C.doing D. with doing 

8.Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

1. The wai is the traditional  of people in Thailand. 

 A.greeting B. hello C. goodbye D. greetings 

2. When two Maori people meet, they    each other’s noses. 
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 A. take B. feel C. touch D. kiss 

3. Do you know the   way to welcome people in Tibet? 

 A. custom B. customer C. customary D. tradition 

4. The xoe dance is a spiritual   of Thai ethnic people. 

 A. customs B. tradition C.habit D.dance 

5. In Viet Nam you shouldn’t use only the first name to  people older than you. 

 A.address B. talk C.say D. speak 

6. We are going to prepare  sticky rice served with grilled chicken for 

thecelebration. 

 A.five-coloured B. five-colours C. five-colour D. five colours 

7. A tradition is something special that is    through the generations. 

 A.passed B.passed to C. passed down D. passed out 

8. According to the  in England, we have to use a knife and folk at dinner. 

 A.table ways B. table manners C.behaviours D. differences 

9. We have to  our shoes when we go inside a pagoda. 

 A.put on B.give off C.turn off D.take off 

10. In Australia, you shouldn’t    on a person’s accent. 

 A. dislike B. criticize C. hate D. comment 

 

9.Choose the best answer. 

1. You should   information about a custom or tradition. 

 A.finds B.found C.finding D. find 

2. A custom is something that has become an  way of doing things. 

 A.to be accept B.to accept C. accepting D. accepted 

3. In the UK, there are lots of customs for table manners. For example, we  use a 

knife and fork at dinner. 
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 A.have to B.are having C. has to D. having to 

4. In Viet Nam, you  use only the first name to address people older than you. 

 A.should B.must C.shouldn’t D. have to 

5. At the Mid-Autumn Festival, kids can sing, dance, and enjoy moon-cakes.  , 

every child likes it very much. 

 A.However B.Moreover C. Because D. Therefore 

6. In 2010, Ha Noi  its 1000th anniversary. 

 A.celebrated B. commemorated C. worshipped D. remembered 

7. Tet is an occasion for family  in Viet Nam. 

 A.visitings B.meeting C.reunions D. seeings 

8.    spring comes, many Vietnamese villages prepare for a new festival season. 

 A.While B. When C. Nevertheless D. However 

9. The flight  at 6.10 has been delayed. 

 A.leave B. which leaves C. leaving D. B&C 

10. This is the first time she  rice paddies. 

 A.will see B. sees C. has seen D. saw 

11. Would youmind  I borrowed your dictionary? 

 A. if B. when C. that D. Ø 

12. We  lots of photos on vacation last summer. 

 A. had B. took C. did D. made 

13. The animal  in the forest fire was a wild pig. 

 A. hurt B. hurted C. hurts D. hurting 

14. Would you mind  the window? 

 A. to close B. closing C. about closing D. closed 

15. Welcome   Springfield! 

 A. at B.to C. in D. for 
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16. Accommodation in London   very expensive. 

 A. is B. are C. has D. have 

17. The road    down to the sea is very rough. 

 A. goes B. going C. to go D. gone 

18.   is a large hole in the side of a mountain or under the ground. 

 A. Waterfall B. Cave C. Bay D. Lake 

19. The vase   on the shelf is very beautiful. 

 A. stands B. standing C. is standing D. stood 

20. Do you mind if I  your atlas for a minute? 

 A.borrow B. will borrow C. am going to borrow D. borrowed 

21. Ann asked me not  anybody what happened. 

 A. tell B. telling C. to tell D. told 

22. After  breakfast, I went out for a walk. 

 A. finish B. having finished C. finished D. had finished 

23.   is a type of white or gray stone containing calcium, used for buildingand 

making cement. 

 A. Slope B. Limestone C. Site D. Sand 

24. China has huge  and onshore oil reserves. 

 A. seaside B. remote C. outside D. offshore 

25. Do you mind  here for just a minute? 

 A. to wait B. waiting C. about waiting D. waited 

26. It was late, so we decided a taxi home. 

 A. take B. to take C. taking D. took 

27. The council should be able to help families who have no accommodation. 

 A. a place to live B. a place to watch sport matches 

 C. a place to buy meal and eat it D. a place to work 
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28. He picked the phone  as soon as it rang. 

 A. on B. up C. in D. off 

10.Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence below. 

1. Presents  in colored paper and put under the Christmas tree. 

 A.are wrapped B. are wrap C. are wraped D. are wrapping 

2. Tom likes  . He spends lots of hours watching the birds. 

 A. bird-watching B. bird-watch C. watch-bird D. watching-bird 

3. Greg    me that he liked rock music. 

 A. said to B. told to C. asked D. explained 

4. Sally is quite keen    the idea. 

 A. in B. on C. of D. for 

5. Milk    cows and goats. 

 A. belongs to B. comes from C. is made of D. is made from 

6.   is a religious song that people sing at Christmas. 

 A. Carol B. Poem C. Christmas card D. Patron saint 

7. Galileo said that the earth round. 

 A. was B. were C. has been D. was being 

8. They recently returned  Paris from London. 

 A. to B. for C. towards D. Ø 

9. Could you talk  ? 

 A. more quiet B. quieter C. quietlier D. more quietly 

10. I thanked myclassmate  helping me with my homework. 

 A. for B. about C. of D. Ø 

11. Halloween is the night of 31st October, when peopleonce believed that ghosts  . 

 A. can see B. can be seen C. could see D. could be seen 

12. She me she didn’t know what to do. 
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 A. said B. told C. asked D. suggested 

13. Anita is fond   playing the piano. 

 A.in B. on C.of D. for 

14. The fire is made    matches or lighters. It is made in the traditional way. 

 A. with B.without C. of D. by 

15. She seems very    today. 

 A. sleepy B. sleepily C. happily D. seriously 

16. Ten countries participated in the discussions. 

 A.took part in B. held C. went to D. arranged 

17. The journey from the airport to the university   about half an hour. 

 A.spends B.takes C. want D. passes 

18.   is a saint regarded as protecting a particular person or place. 

 A.Patron saint B. Blessed saint C. Holy saint D.Fairygodmother 

19. The   festival was held in the communal house yard. 

 A. rice-cook B.rice-cooker C. rice-cooking D. rice-cooked 

20. I    that I didn’t know what to do. 

 A. said B. told C. asked D. suggested 

 


